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BEYOND DIVERSITY

Now is the time for
brands & retailers to
broaden their
definition of diversity
and embrace
the ‘New Normal’.

Equality, inclusivity and
empathy were the words
that shape nowness. So,
let’s discover the diversity
directions that every brand
needs to embrace to stay
relevant in a world where
identities are becoming
more complex than ever.

THE TRENDS

Liquid Labels
An openness towards gender fluidity among the younger generations is now becoming mainstream. A new
set of challenges around the nuances of gender intersectionality (and particularly the gender-queer) is
arising alongside fresh solutions.
Hidden Market
The varied ability market presents a huge untapped opportunity. Current solutions-based brands catering to
this demographic are small and niche, but can be learned from. Meanwhile, efforts to improve inclusivity in
mainstream media are yet to take off properly, leaving it up to independent initiatives to fight the cause.
Advanced Visibility
Inclusivity in fashion shows is reserved for older icons and supermodels, with little representation of the
middle-aged generation. Wearable technology also emerges as the most progressive product category,
leaving comfort-based, stylish apparel lagging behind.

Embracing Culture
Efforts are being made to acknowledge the problem of whitewashing within the fashion industry. We
analyse how the race agenda is currently being addressed, and look at the notable changes taking place to
help improve cultural representation in product design as well as on the catwalks.

“GENDER IN PROGRESS”
The current political climate, especially in the US, has also
raised awareness around gender choice and the definition
of binary terms, with nuances – particularly relating to trans
visibility – being pushed to the forefront.
“Attitudes towards gender segregation in the fashion and

beauty industries have become increasingly outdated. We
are seeing more and more consumer groups rejecting these
standards, blurring the boundaries of social norms and
taking it upon themselves to redefine labels.
Alice Leeburn, senior editor of Beauty, Stylus

Brands and agencies get rewarded when they have diverse
and inclusive advertising. When that advertising is placed
next to relevant, diverse and inclusive programming, the
brands will sell more.

Madeline Di Nonno, chief executive, Geena Davis Institute on
Gender in Media

“LGBTQI+”
Despite increased visibility, the LGBTQI+
community remain underrepresented and
underserved in the apparel industry, often
offered regressive collections under the
guise of gender-neutrality. Now, brands
must move away from tokenism, looking
to the community’s practical needs – and
doing away with labels – to create clothing
that can appeal to, and be worn by,
everyone.

“ THE TRUE
CONNECTION”
Brands have for too long been reactive
rather than proactive to the increasing
needs of the LGBTQI+ cohort, leaving the
community no choice but to cater for
their own needs.
US brand GI Collection creates lingerie for
pre-surgery transgender women, as well
as those who opt to forgo procedures
altoegther.
A trans women herself, designer Carmen
Lui created the line to offer traditional
lingerie that removes the need for
medical tape or uncomfortable concealing
products.

“EVERY BODY”

Gender-fluid collections or LGBTQI+
inclusive garments are too often created
as part of a trend limited to Pride month.
Brands must work to see these bodies as
part of their core customer group,
creating unrevolutionary collections that –
through branding and practical insight –
make themselves available to all.
Sustainably minded Brooklyn-based
line Official Rebrand creates gender nonconforming clothing for the full spectrum
of gender, size and ability.
Similarly, Radimo LA – an online retailer
and community – brings together
emerging designers and niche brands
across fashion and beauty, presenting
every item on the platform on at least
three different gender presentations, skin
tones and body types for a truly inclusive
shopping experience.

“ THE RACE AGENDA”
The massive global momentum behind Black Lives Matter (BLM)
demands bold, brave new thinking from brands going forward.

Brands must confront an essential fact in the decade ahead: that
redressing racism is their responsibility.

•1. Anti-Racism as Brand Responsibility: More consumers will equate silence and inaction with complicity in
perpetuating inequality, assigning brands a leading role in moving society in more positive directions.
•2. Your Business is Their Business: As every dimension of your brand space becomes an inclusivity metric,
consumers will scrutinise internal make-up, practices and policies.
•3. Reckoning with History: The past is becoming powerfully present for legacy organisations, which will have to
confront how they contributed to or profited from racism in order to move forward.
•4. Rejecting Eurocentrism: Industries will find opportunity in adopting and advocating for inclusive perspectives
that shed the white lens which has shaped everything from beauty standards to entertainment narratives.

•5. Vibrant New Voices: As more doors open to previously marginalised entrepreneurs, creatives and others,
industries will realign around this fresh new thinking.
•6. African Diaspora Rising: Black culture, especially for Gen Z, is increasingly a vibrant global culture that
celebrates and builds on diverse heritages.

“MULTICULTURAL
MINDSETS”
Tired of tokenism, a host of young
designers are drawing on their own
heritages to produce authentic
presentations of their own realities.
Nigerian-British designer Tolu
Coker melds family photos, diary extracts
and personal prints and embellishments
to reconstruct the black identity through
her own unique worldview.

The London-based designer has been
awarded the 2019 Merit Award by UK
designer showcase Fashion Scout, and is
heralded for her unapologetically diverse
casting, branding and styling.

“DIVERSITY
GUARDIANS”
In July 2019, French fashion house Chanel
hired its first Global Head of Diversity and
Inclusion – a shrewd and positive step for
a heritage brand of its calibre.
While leading brands may have
been quick to apologise for racially
insensitive mistakes, smart brands would
do well to think ahead and hire inclusively
at all levels – preventing a negative brand
image, rather than being forced to cure
one.

“NUDE NOT BEIGE”

If you consider that by the year 2055,
the US alone will not have a single
ethnic majority there has been little
improvement in product diversity for
people of colour in major stores.
US retailer Target recently followed in
the footsteps of small brands
like Nubian Skin and Naja, releasing
lingerie and hosiery in a wider range
of skin tone shades such as cocoa,
caramel and mochaccino.
Finally, Christian Louboutin has
expanded its Nudes footwear
collection since its initial launch four
years ago, adding a ballerina flat and
two high-heeled sandals to the range,
which features a variety of skin tones.

“ABILITY VS FUNCTIONALITY ”
“Twenty years ago, companies saw sustainability as a differentiator.
It’s no longer a differentiator; it is expected. We are now seeing that
happen with disability inclusion, and that is great news for
innovative businesses.
Marianne Waite, founder, Think Designable

ADAPTIVE
Previously underserved and
ignored, adaptive clothing is
now being heralded as the
largest untapped but crucial
market – set to be worth
$325.8bn globally by 2022
(Coresight, 2018).
Brands and retailers should
consider specific adaptive
clothing needs, and remember
that here, representation alone
can serve to break taboos and
challenge expectations.

“SPEARHEADING
CHANGE”
Tommy Hilfiger remains one of the only
major fashion houses to make adaptive
clothing for individuals with disabilities.
Launched in 2016, Tommy Adapt has
continued to design items that work to
alleviate the challenges of getting
dressed, making discreet changes –
including magnetic closures, one-handed
zippers and hidden hook and loop panels
– to its signature designs.
In July 2019, US retailer Target unveiled
an adaptive Halloween collection
designed for children with disabilities that
included wheelchair and sensory-friendly
designs.

“MAKING DIVERSITY
MATTER”
Whether quietly executed or revolutionary, the
visibility of individuals with disabilities remains
a key force for driving inclusivity.
In 2018, US underwear brand Aerie was praised
for updating its product pages to include
models with a range of disabilities, while in
June 2019, black transgender model Aaron
Philip – who has cerebral palsy – was featured
on the cover of Paper magazine.

“ THE AGE OF VISIBILITY ”
It's time to retire many assumptions about baby boomers (born
1946-1964) or the next generation. Active, adventurous, digitally
connected – this generation sees their ‘third act’ of life as a time of
liberation. Brands who help infuse these consumers’ later years with
purpose and pleasure stand to unlock a ‘silver economy’
worth $2.6tn globally. However, inclusivity for over-50s is still
relatively tokenistic, and little effort has been made to design with
older consumers’ needs in mind.
“I don’t want to see girls my daughter’s age wearing clothes that
are meant for women of my age to buy. It’s not appealing. I don’t
see any representation of women like me.
Liz Horne, model, aged 50

“VISIBILITY PROGRESS
AND PITFALLS”

British e-tailer JD Williams launched a
50-plus catwalk show at London
Fashion Week after a study it
conducted with YouGov (reported in
last year’s New Fashion Landscape)
revealed that 58% of the 12 million
50-plus women in the UK felt underrepresented by the high street. The
collection was modelled by women
between the ages of 50 and 87,
including influencers Marie
Helvin and Daphne Self.
Also, a positive representation came
from British Vogue, which put 42year-old supermodel Carolyn
Murphy on the cover of its Ageless
issue , while Calvin Klein featured 73year-old model/actress Lauren Hutton
in an underwear campaign, and
Sports Illustrated had 63-yearold Christie Brinkley on the cover of
its annual swimsuit issue.

We live in a time where
we are more educated
about inclusivity and we
must make sure this
also extends to ageism
because if you don't see
yourself portrayed in
ads or considered in
articles you are made to
feel invisible
Trinny Woodall, Founder
and CEO of Trinny
London

“TECH’S DARK HORSES”
One stereotype that boomers are quietly chipping away at is the
‘technologically clueless’ perception. Spurred by global lockdowns to explore
new communication channels, their engagement in e-commerce, mobile
payments and gaming has risen at a faster rate than any other age group.
-Mobile Momentum: Global stay-at-home orders unsurprisingly increased boomers’ digital usage
including social media, messaging and streaming. Globally (excluding China), the average time spent
online on mobile per day among Gen X and boomers last year rose from 2hrs 39mins in Q1 to 2hrs
55mins in Q3 (GWI, 2020). As for their most popular social channels, these are Facebook (78% used in
Q3), YouTube (67%) and Pinterest (40%) according to a survey of US consumers aged 56-plus (Statista,
2020).

The E-Commerce Upswell: Since the pandemic began, American over-65s have become the fastestgrowing cohort of e-commerce shoppers. They spent $1,615 online from January to September 2020
on average – a 49% increase from the previous year – while their frequency of purchasing rose by 40%
(Washington Post, 2021).
-Generation Game: Boomers are also discovering gaming. Even pre-pandemic, older Americans were
increasingly playing video games on phones and tablets – most often choosing classic puzzle, logic,
card and tile games.

“MAKE FITNESS AGE-INCLUSIVE”

A whopping 93% of US retirees say it’s
never too late to improve your health
(Edward Jones, 2021), so empower them
to act on this with wellness offerings
tailored to mature bodies’ – and minds’ –
needs. Highlighting the brain-boosting
effects of activities is a winning strategy,
given this generation’s worries about
cognitive decline.

“ THE FOODING”
Echoing shifts across numerous sectors, consumers are demanding
that the food industry reject its white-centric lens and refocusing on
diversity. Indie brands are in the vanguard, offering a
comprehensive playbook on best practices for diversifying
perspectives. It's essential that all levels of the industry adopt
inclusive narratives to resonate with today's socially aware
consumers.

EVOLVING DIGITAL CULINARY STORYTELLING
Multicultural food leaders are revitalising the online culinary lexicon as they embrace, satirise and educate people
regarding gastronomic heritage. This new internet food culture will be heavily influenced by the young consumers we
profile in Gen Z influencers who overwhelmingly favour brands that reflect their values on diversity.
Culture-specific memes highlight how communities leverage cuisine to assert their identification with a specific
tradition and demonstrate the nuances that exist within the white-gaze centric labels of “African” or “Asian” food.
People with roots in Ghana and Nigeria use memes referencing jollof rice – the West African dish of rice, tomatoes,
peppers, onions and chillies – to spar on social media. These memes are labelled “Ghanaian Jollof” on one side and
“Nigerian Jollof” on the other, acknowledging the differences in recipes (the most notable being the type of rice
used). Effectively acting as an in-joke, the memes amplify the differences into symbols for important cultural
characteristics that are ignored by the mainstream media’s white gaze.
UK-based Malaysian comedian Nigel Ng poked fun at the link between cultural and culinary identity in his viral video
critiquing the egg fried rice cooking technique featured in a BBC video tutorial by Indian-British presenter Hersha
Patel.
While brands should be cautious when participating in these exchanges, the strong link between food and identity is
a powerful tool they must not overlook to authentically connect with multicultural consumers.

There’s this idea in food media that it’s
somehow easier to cook the food of your culture
because you grew up with it... It completely
discounts the skills that it takes to build a recipe
for [a new] audience.
Rick Martinez, Food Writer & Former Senior Food
Editor, Bon Appétit

Food television is also starting to highlight
multicultural voices. Australia’s latest season
of MasterChef was praised as its most inclusive
thus far. For a Mystery Box challenge – in which
judges select ingredients for contestants to
incorporate – Asian-Australian host Melissa
Leong opted for ingredients familiar to many Asian
communities but less common for white
Australians. These included black vinegar, chicken
feet, galangal and taro. Despite complaints from
some white viewers, many praised how these
ingredients prompted personal stories from AsianAustralian contestants.
Nadiya Hussain, a past winner of The Great British
Bake Off, emphasises multiculturalism in her Netflix
show Nadiya’s Time to Eat. Hussain shares simple
weeknight meals for busy families, while focusing
on her own routines as a British-born Bangladeshi
Muslim. Viewers learn about her halal lifestyle and
hear stories about visiting her grandfather’s farm
in Bangladesh as a child, while discovering recipes
such as falafel made from baked beans.

“ TELEVISION’S
INCLUSIVE FUTURE”

Younger generations are pushing
companies to have more diverse
mastheads, to report more in-depth stories,
and have a better balance of food stories.
There is greater interest in our food systems
than ever before.
Nicholas Gill, Co-Founder, New Worlder

“COOKBOOKS CURATE
CULINARY DIVERSITY”

Cookbooks are increasingly representing the
reality of immigrant cooking, where
“authentic” recipes morph according to the
ingredients at hand and interaction with new
cultural environments. Indian-ish by IndianAmerican food writer Priya Krishna shares the
American-accented Indian cooking she grew
up eating.
Jikoni by Ravinder Bhogal features the
“proudly inauthentic” recipes that the Kenyanborn, London-based chef’s Indian parents
used to cook for her when she was growing
up.
Noting that most diets prescribed by health
practitioners overlook non-European
foodways, Black US food writer Shaun Chavis
developed Lvngbook, a customisable digital
cookbook that lets users collate recipes
aligning with their health needs and cultural
heritage. Recipe suggestions include the likes
of Cuban black beans and rice, as well as
chicken tacos with mango salsa and grilled
pork with chimichurri.

“INCLUSIVELY INTUITIVE”

Consumers are looking to influencers that
appreciate and draw out the links between personal
identity, food and social perceptions.
Globally, anti-diet influencers are spreading
awareness around mindful eating, encouraging
followers to release their dependence on and
relationship with diet culture. Meanwhile, as
awareness around food access and food
justice grows, influencers are joining the dots
between nutrition, food inequity, body image and
communities of colour.

Laura Thomas, a UK weight-inclusive nutritionist and
podcast host (Don’t Salt My Game), has released a
sequel to her popular book Just Eat It. How To Just
Eat It articulates how diet cycles can be broken
using activities (such as journaling) that nurture a
neutral, judgement-free approach to food.
Connecting mindful eating with diverse audiences,
Dallas-based dietitian Christyna
Johnson’s (@encouragingdietician) podcast Intuitive
Eating for the Culture foregrounds “health at every
size”, food justice and body acceptance.

“A SHORT RECAP ”
Be Inclusive End to End
Consider the needs of
marginalised communities end
to end, and pursue long-term
inclusivity strategies that show
consideration for consumers’
needs beyond a trend or
cultural moment.

Talk ‘To’ Them, Not ‘For’
Them
Underserved communities have
consistently created solutions
where brands have failed them
– and they know best about
their own needs and desires.
Prioritise their voices and
collaborate with them to create
authentic product that meets
their distinctive needs, and not
a diversity quota.

“THE FUTURE OF
INCLUSIVITY IS COMING”

Rainbow Culture

R A I N B OW C U LT U R E

“FLUID IDENTITIES”
From childhood, people will be free to explore nuanced
facets of their gender and sexuality – a radically new
norm established by Gens Z and Alpha. Only 66% of

older

Gen

heterosexual

Zers

see

(versus

themselves

88% of

as

boomers),

exclusively
while

an

exponentially growing youth cohort is claiming non-

binary identities.

[The] non-binary future isn't about indulging teenage rebellion or experimentation. It's about a new culture
of collective appreciation for the differences among us. It's about opening up to creativity and authenticity in
how we think, feel, and act in the world.
Phillip L. Hammack, Director of the Sexual and Gender Diversity Laboratory, University of California, Santa
Cruz

R A I N B OW C U LT U R E

“ MASS-MARKET
MULTICULTURALISM”
Demographic

trends,

global

migration

and

intermarriage will historically transform the West into
an ethnically, culturally and religiously diverse market.
By 2035, the majority of Americans under 40 will be
Hispanic, black, Asian or multiracial. Targeting these
cohorts, brands and retailers will develop broader
offerings and feature them front and centre.

F U T U R E S C E N A R I O : V I RT UA L S A F E S PA C ES

People use avatars that inhabit digital hangouts as a test run for their real lives, wearing alternative identities that
evolve their self-perceptions.
Brands adapt and market these virtual accessories for a cross-section of consumers, allowing fine-tuned, creative
personalisation.

Democratising Products

D E M O C R AT I S I N G P R O D U C T S

“ADAPTABLE TO ALL”
Products and services that accommodate wide ranges
of body types, abilities, ages and more will be
integrated into mass offerings.
Product lines will build on, connect to, and overlap with
existing goods seamlessly, allowing a broad crosssection of people to enjoy these offerings together.

D E M O C R AT I S I N G P R O D U C T S

“ BESPOKE DESIGN”
Brands will use 3D body-scanning and weaving
technology to produce custom-made, perfectly fitting
apparel at scale, seamlessly servicing all body types and
numerous physical needs.
For household goods, consumers will be able to order
3D-printed add-ons and extensions, creating
personalised workarounds according to need.

Digital technologies have the power to democratise bespoke product, disrupting antiquated systems
of design and production to create inclusive, customised solutions that cater to the specific needs of
each consumer.

Tessa Mansfield, Chief Creative Officer, Stylus

FUTURE SCENARIO: RETIREMENT-HOME COUTURE

Catering to a boomer market hungry for chic apparel that accommodates ageing bodies, luxury labels offer bespoke
3D-woven garments designed to each customer's particular needs.
Customers can opt to integrate strength-enhancing, exoskeleton-like accessories.

Tech-enabled Equality

TECH-ENABLED EQUALITY

“AI TRANSLATORS”
Image and speech recognition and other AI-fuelled
tools will help to overcome the limitations of disability.
Early examples include an app that translates children's
books into sign language, a speech recognition tool for
smart home devices that recognises impaired speech,
and smart glasses that caption theatre productions for
deaf audiences.

By ensuring that technology
fulfills its promise to address the
broadest societal needs, we can
empower everyone — not just
individuals with disabilities — to
achieve more.

Brad Smith, president, Microsoft

TECH-ENABLED EQUALITY

FAIR-MINDED FINTECH”
Innovations arising in emerging markets will bring
financial inclusion to the world's 1.7 billion unbanked
individuals, and under-banked populations left behind
in newly cashless developed economies. Inspired by
India's successful Unified Payment Interface – which
enables peer-to-peer, inter-bank transfers via
smartphone – these start-ups will couple profit with
social good.

FUTURE SCENARIO: ENABLING HOMES

Developers optionally equip homes with next-gen supportive technologies that allow people with disabilities to
navigate the space and conduct everyday tasks with ease.
Insurance companies help to underwrite the added expense as it reduces the need for human assistants.

By and For Women

BY AND FOR WOMEN

“BEYOND FEMTECH”
With women-focused health technology ('femtech') set
to boom in the 2020s and college-educated women
dominating workforces, start-ups will pinpoint lucrative
white spaces.
Opportunities will include filling gaps in
communal/social support systems and aiding work-life
balance and self-care. The billion-dollar start-ups of
2035 will be fem-centred.

Generations of educated,
financially savvy and secure,
confident, highly skilled women
are now taking the reins as
business leaders and
transforming their role as
consumers. [...] These shifts will
make way for new billion-dollar
opportunities across sectors.

Sara Deshpande, Partner, Maven
Ventures

BY AND FOR WOMEN

“CHUCKING GENDER
CONVENTIONS”
Gen Z and Gen Alpha girls have been raised with fewer
gender stereotypes and more forceful empowerment
messages. As they mature, these women will create
new family structures and pursue unconventional
careers.
US women are already flocking to previously atypical
blue-collar roles like security guards and truck drivers.

FUTURE SCENARIO: MENO-READINESS KITS

As a crop of new hyper-personalised health tools set consumers up for their next life stage, women in their 30s embrace
menopause prep.
These services establish an early baseline and as hormones gradually change, they supply tailored supplements, diet
suggestions and mental wellness regimes that work synergistically to alleviate typical symptoms.

Wide & Narrow Community

WIDE & NARROW COMMUNITY

“CROSS-COHORT
BRIDGES”
New secular or religious organisations, like the Block
Church in Philadelphia, will arise to connect and unify
people across many divides.
With five generations now in the workplace, businesses
will ensure workers form age-spanning alliances.
Group virtual reality experiences will integrate diverse
audiences into entertainment and shared consumption.

R A I N B OW C U LT U R E

“CULTIVATING NICHE
MARKETS”
Real-life and digital clubs and engagement spaces
will help consumers find community around shared
identities and heritage.
In entertainment, Gen Z creators will spotlight hyperspecific perspectives and narratives from overlooked
niches.

F U T U R E S C E N A R I O : FA M I LY E N C YC LO PA E D I A S

Services enable family members to record details of cultural traditions, recipes and rituals, creating digital, hyperreal
keepsakes for children to understand the many strands of their heritage.
Recipients can add to it over time and combine it with a partner's archive to pass along to their children.

So now is time to
infuse DIVERSITY
into your brand
Internally & externally

As baby steps towards a more diverse universe are currently being
made in Greece, brands should also prepare themselves to keep up or –
even better – lead the way ahead.

They should visualize a more inclusive and diverse culture for better
business, for a better world; they should consider championing
inclusion & diversity across business, with partners and communities, to
celebrate diversity and help shape a tolerant society.
They should commit to attract and retain the most diverse talent while
creating the most inclusive culture. Set and deliver against ambitious
goals on gender and ethnic diversity. Shape market-leading policies and
practices, improving representation at every level, everywhere.
Use creative and media spend to support progressive voices, celebrate
diversity in advertising and help shape a tolerant society.

REPRESENTATION AND ROLE MODELING
Make internal evaluations, set the new goals and don’t forget the metrics
Involve And Collaborate
Brands should take a ‘nothing about us without us’ approach to developing new product. Consulting existing
organisations, diversity boards and the target consumers themselves is key to hitting the right marks. Acknowledging
the consumer’s inherent expertise is imperative, and retailers that take note will benefit the most.
Invest In Attractive Innovation
There is a huge gap in the market for aesthetically pleasing pragmatic design for both the ageing and disabled
customer. Retailers and brands would do well to work with young, emerging designers to ensure that creativity and
style, as well as comfort and functionality, are taken into account.
Be Sensitive To Nuances
Minorities are multifaceted, so be sure to invest in researching their complexities. A multi-culti spectrum in influencers
ecosystem is necessary. Brands should follow their lead and collaborate with them for the opportunity to connect with
consumers on a peer-to-peer level.
Aim For Universal Utopia
Consumers are savvy, and unimpressed by inclusivity efforts so far. Diversity has become a part of ongoing mainstream
discussion, and brands must make a concerted effort to think in terms of total universality rather than tokenistic quota
filling. Learning from their own and other brands’ mistakes is also key to ensuring representation is respectful,
authentic and non-appropriative.

INTERNAL BUY-IN
Make internal evaluations, set the new goals and don’t forget the metrics
Narrowing the gender gap
Support women’s professional development in all positions or levels of experience through initiatives
such as coaching, mentoring, training, or highlighting women’s career paths.
Working with our peers to build more inclusive and diverse businesses and societies
Aim to recruit, retain and develop diverse talent with a range of backgrounds, skills and capabilities.
Diversity of thought and experience fuels growth and innovation in the organisation and brings it closer to consumer
base. View diversity in the broadest possible sense, including gender, ethnicity, age, sexuality, social class, education,
experience, ways of thinking and more.
Hear from the insiders
In a series of short films, employees across business share their inspirational career journeys and powerful
experiences of contributing to a culture of inclusion, as well as advice to people everywhere on being allies for change.

Beyond industry standards

Initiate a training program which aims to increase teams’ awareness of the impact of biases and stereotypes on
decision making processes and the value of workplace diversity. During these workshops, employees explore the
nuances between prejudices, stereotypes, and discrimination, by analyzing some of the most common unconscious
biases, before creating specific action plans to work against the mechanisms of workplace discrimination, instead
promoting equal opportunities.

Local Initiatives we <3

HAVANA CLUB X KAREEM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Et3CYOMiXy8&t=202s

ONASSIS FOUNDATION X 8 PEOPLE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eH0eMiX4igY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_SRPOM3qnLg

SKIP GREECE #SkipTousDiaxorismous

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-BS-A9CnfKs

THANK YOU

